Fitting Instructions for STYLETRACK Track
If installing into plaster or wallboard where possible try and pick up a timber stud. If unable to locate a timber stud, use
a suitable wall plug or toggle for hollow walls to hold your bracket.

Installing your STYLETRACK Curtain Track.
Once you have worked out were your track is going to go. Mark positions were the track is to be installed. Attach the
return brackets (Ends) to the points with your fasteners. Attach your support evenly spaced in-between the return
brackets (Ends) . The maximum distance between brackets should not exceed more that 90cm. The top edge on
‘’’support bracket should be at the same height as the top of your return bracket (Ends) at the point as they touch the
wall.

Slide the ends of the tracks over
the end return brackets (Ends). Once
both ends have be secured they lock of your support brackets. By turning your cam at the front of the bracket the lug
will drop into the top of the track, once this happen the turn your cam around to lock the bracket into place. Once you
have installed all brackets and your track release each screw on each bracket. By doing this it will help straighten up
your track, as all walls are not completely straight this could affect the running of your track. Once you have released all
screws and have straighten up your tracks then re tighten them to stop any movements.
As there are no return brackets for top fix or 32mm brackets we do supply you with a pelmet return bracket. This is
supplied in case you need to return your drapes to the wall.

Attaching your Drapes to your new STYLETRACK Track
If you are installing your drapes to a CORD drawn track- Attach your first hook to one of the master carriers then work
back towards the end of the track. If you have a return bracket (Ends) or a pelmet return bracket you would then place
your last hook around the corner. Repeat the same on the other side of the track. You may find there are extra runners
in your track. You can leave them in there as long as they are left at the end of the track.
If you are installing a HAND drawn track – you can start at the end of the track by placing your first hook either in your
return bracket (Ends) or the first hole on the track then work towards the middle of your track. (this is if you are doing a
Centre Close curtain) when you are ready to install your second drape you need to start on the first runners then work
back toward the end of the track. By doing this it will allow you to leave any spare runners at the end of your track.
Loose runners should not be left in the track running free.

Fitting Instructions for STYLETRACK Track
How to install the CORD Tension device
The tension device reduces the chance of strangulation by limiting access to the control
cord or chain. When fitted properly it should hold any looped controls firmly a wall or
window frame. This should make it hard for young children to fit through the controls.
Clip the cord through the bottom of the tension. Position the tension device to a Solid
wall elements (EG: Masonry, Timber frame and Studs behind plaster wall) should be
used as a mounting base for your cord guide. Make sure the control is not twisted when
mounting to the wall or frame.DO NOT stretch or pull down on the cord when installing. The cord should be tort and not
stretched when installed. By over tensioning this can cause wear out your product. Hold the tension device in the
correct position, as shown. Insert and secure the screw through hole. Make sure the screw is affixed into a solid surface.
The cord guide shall be mounted at a height of 1600 mm or higher from the floor if the cord guide must be mounted on
plasterboard.

STANDARD – INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
(a) A statement that, to avoid creating a possible strangulation hazard for children, the corded internal window
covering must be installed in such a way that a loose cord cannot form a loop 220 mm or longer at a height of
less than 1600 mm above floor level: and
Practical suggestions on how to install the corded internal window covering to ensure compliance with paragraph (a),
Including:
(i) A statement that a cord guide may be installed lower than 1600 mm above floor level if the cord is sufficiently
secured or tensioned to prevent a loop 220 mm or longer from being formed: and
(ii) A statement that if a cord guide is installed lower than 1600 mm above floor level it must be designed to
prevent a child from being able to remove the cord: and
(iii) A statement that if a cleat is used to secure the cord it must be at least 1600 mm above floor level because a
child is capable of unwinding a cord from a cleat.

WARNING
Young children can STRANGLE in cord loops. They can also wrap cords around their
necks and STRANGLE. Always keep cords out of children’s reach. Move cots, play
pens, and other furniture away from cords. Children can climb furniture to get to
cords. Attach tension device to walls and floors. This can prevent from pulling
cords around their necks

